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Discourse function has often been noticed to be a strong factor in conditioning Bantu word order

(van der Wal 2015; Downing and Hyman 2016; Downing and Marten 2019), as visible for example in
locative inversion, which presents a topical element preverbally and a non-topical logical subject postver-
bally (1), and dedicated focus positions – immediate-before-verb (IBV) in (2a,b):
(1) Context: What has happened on the bridge?

A-ha
AUG-16

ru-tindo
11-bridge

ha-a-raba=hó
16SM-N.PST-pass=16

e-motoka
AUG-9.car

ny-îngi.
9-many

‘On the bridge have passed many cars.’ [Rukiga]

(2) a. Context: Who attacked the hunter?
Mu-bhií
1-hunter

kí-mbúlí
7-lion

kí-siim-i.
7SM-attack-PST

‘[The lion]FOC attacked the hunter.’

b. Context: Who did the lion attack?
Ki-mbúli
7-lion

mú-bhií
1-hunter

kí-siim-i.
7SM-attack-PST

‘The lion attacked [the hunter]FOC.’
[Kukuya]

As a result of such data, it has been proposed that Bantu word order is best captured by reference
to discourse roles, for example as Topic-Verb-Nontopic (see e.g. Good 2010 for Naki; Yoneda 2011 for
Matengo; andMorimoto 2000, 2006 for Bantu discourse configurationality in general). Nevertheless, we
typically see statements such as “The default order of sentence constituents across Bantu is S (Aux) VO
(Adjuncts)” (Nurse and Philippson 2003:9) and these traditional syntactic roles of “subject” and “object”
continue to shape our descriptions and analyses. In this talk we therefore ask:
(3) How far can we get in describing Bantu word order without reference to grammatical roles?

We present our investigation of this question on the relative influence of discourse-prominence on
word order (Kerr et al. to appear). By flipping the question to discourse-prominence, we highlight where
we do need grammatical role relations. Modifying (É. Kiss 1995:6)’s definition of discourse configura-
tionality, we created a parameter checklist for topic prominence and focus prominence. For each of the
9 languages in the BaSIS project we coded parameter values based on our field data, which were used as
a tool to guide further crosslinguistic comparison. We highlight the main findings in (4):

(4) BaSIS findings
1. Bantu languages vary along a continuum in terms of the extent of influence of grammatical vs dis-

course role on their word order (the latter dimension decomposable into topic / focus prominence):

2. While many languages show focus prominence, there is variation in type of focus position (IAV e.g.
Makhuwa, IBV e.g. Kukuya, sentence-final e.g. Kirundi) and what material must/can be in it

3. Tunen word order is the least discourse role-oriented of our sample, fitting its profile as a Northwest-
ern language with innovative OV syntax (Mous 1997, 2005; Kerr this conf.); Kukuya by contrast
shows focus prominence through innovation of an IBV focus position (see also Li this conf.)

4. Kinyakyusa is part of a possible innovation zone of preverbal focus around Guthrie zone M

Given this continuum of variation, we argue that Bantu languages should not be considered as a mono-
lithic entity. In answer to (3), we show that while grammatical roles are necessary for a proper treatment
of Bantu word order, discourse roles are also required, and for some languages in fact more insightful.
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